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Introduction
This report is the result of a civil society initiative InfoKolpa, which started in the spring of 2018. The civil
initiative was a response to an alarming number of reported illegal actions through which Slovenian police
started systematically denying people the right to seek asylum in Slovenia. The number of people who were
denied asylum procedure and were collectively pushbacked to Croatia under the guise of a readmission
agreement increased drastically after May last year. Reports of rejected migrants implied that the Slovenian
police is treating migrants in way that is indicating a serious abuse of power. Many of those who managed to
cross the border and expressed intention to seek asylum in Slovenia were denied their right and were handed
over to the Croatian police, without going through the adequate legal procedures. The police in border police
stations has been and still is falsifying interviews with asylum seekers, trying to show as if people do not wish
to seek asylum in Slovenia, which gives the police a legal option to process people through the procedure
enacted by the bilateral agreement for readmission that was signed by Slovenia and Croatia in 2006. In this
way, 4653 people were expelled (by the readmission mechanisms) from Slovenia to Croatia during the last
year. Many migrants who were present at slovenian police stations also report violence, threats, being asked
for bribes and being forced to sign documents without getting access to any translation.
Many of those who were returned to the Croatian police from Slovenia were also victims of abuse and
violence later on the Croatian-Bosnian border in form of beating and theft of money and personal property.
Slovenian police are carrying out systematic readmission of migrants on the border while being fully aware
that there is high risk of torture and abuse being done by Croatian police in the process of collective
expulsions to Bosnia and Herzegovina. This violence is undeniable, has been documented, reported and is
under investigation for some time now. By denying the right to asylum and conducting collective expulsion of
thousands of people Slovenian authorities are directly involved in a systematic abuse of human rights in the
Balkan region.
With the knowledge of existence of this illegal police practices, a phone number was established for migrants
who were located on the territory of Slovenia and had the intention to apply for asylum. The phone number
was then distributed through flyers in Velika Kladuša in June. The flyers also contained basic information on
asylum rights, Dublin regulation, the issue of pushbacks and what to expect when contacting the above
mentioned phone number. The purpose was to have a mediator between the migrants and police units, which
would have hopefully reduced the number of illegal expulsions of people who could not access their right to
asylum procedures. When people would cross to Slovenia, they could contact the number and explain the
situation, and if they wished to claim asylum in Slovenia, they would send information about their names and
country of origin on the said phone number. When the wish to deal with police was expressed, the local police
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station would be informed either by email or phone. This practice of mediation was successful when the
mediator was a lawyer of an NGO. After the pressure from the ministry with threats of criminal charges, the
NGO discontinued the phone number, but a group of volunteers continued this practice with a different phone
number from September to November. Even though some groups of people were able to successfully
express their asylum request, the majority was still pushbacked to Croatia. After two months it became
apparent that police are ignoring the mediation and are acting illegally even with full knowledge that the
asylum process is monitored by a third party.
This report is a collection of data regarding abuse of power and systematic violence of Slovenian police
against migrants. It includes a data analysis made available from public sources as well as existing reports
prepared by various field organizations, and of information gathered by the phone line Info Kolpa. The
telephone line was originally set up by the Pravno-Informacijski Center - PIC, an NGO specialized on legal
assistance to migrants in mid-July 2018. In this time it became clear on the basis of numerous testimonies
that the Slovenian police started systematically violating the right to asylum procedure in form of collective
expulsion to Croatia under the pretext of readmission agreement. In early September, PIC withdrew from
their interventions to police stations, while the InfoKolpa continued with a different phone number. This report
covers the period between 11th September and 7th November 2018. The telephone number was intended
to inform migrants about their rights, mediate in asylum procedures and monitor the work of police.
The phone line was used when migrants who contacted the phone number were on the territory of the
Republic of Slovenia with the intention to seek asylum and would express a desire for the volunteers to inform
the police about their location. In such cases the nearest was informed. The phone line volunteers would
send the geographical location, information on people seeking asylum and a clear statement that people are
in dire need of help and wish to apply for international protection in Slovenia to the regional police station.
This was done via phone or an email sent to the police station in jurisdiction. Also the Office of Ombudsman
in Slovenia and different NGOs involved with protection of human rights were informed. The report contains
20 such recorded cases (106 persons); in 6 cases, persons were admitted to the asylum procedure
in Slovenia (27 persons); in 7 cases they were pushbacked to Croatia and then illegally expelled to
Bosnia and Herzegovina (39 persons); only one person was able to initiate the procedure for
international protection after extradition to Croatia and was not expelled to Bosnia and Herzegovina.
In 7 cases (39 people) there is no information of what had happened with the people, as they haven't
made any contact after they were apprehended by Slovenian police. There are three reasons for this:
The people did not want further communication;
Police officers seized their phones for the purpose of conducting an investigation;
The phones were destroyed or stolen either by Slovenian or Croatian police.
Towards the end of 2018, the phone communication had died down. It became apparent that the police insists
on practicing systematic rejection and expulsion of asylum seekers, despite being made aware of
people's intention to apply for asylum in the Republic of Slovenia. This situation was not improved even
though state institutions and NGOs dealing with human rights protection had been informed about the police's
actions. Hence, the telephone number was no longer serving its original purpose of helping people in need.
The purpose of setting up the number was to intervene in the illegal and unethical police behavior, as they
deliberately and systematically hold plenty of people in inhuman conditions and expose them to brutal
violence. The aforementioned police violence also contributes to the fact that people are hiding from the
police in forests and are crossing dangerous river current, which lead to cases of death due to exhaustion,
hypothermia and drowning.
Recently, it has become clear that even responsible and competent state institutions refuse to clearly identify
and condemn systematic violations of human rights by the police and the Ministry of Interior Affairs.
Considering the large number of readmission which started happening overnight in June 2018 it is safe to
suspect that the illegal practices of police in border police station were ordered and coordinated from top
police officials who still remain in power. The purpose of this report is therefore to draw attention to concrete
violations, collective expulsions, the systematic rejection of the right to asylum procedure, misuse of power
at police stations and violence against migrants that takes place during police procedures on both the
Slovenian and Croatian sides of the border.

Available data on the systematic rejection of the right to asylum by the Slovenian police
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Slovenia and Croatia represent the border of the Schengen area, inside which border controls are supposed
to be minimal. In consequence, the control on the external Schengen border is reinforced and militarized in
forms of higher police presence, legal measures to reduce illegal border crossings (such as readmission
agreements), technology to control movement, expulsions and systemic police violence against migrants.
Slovenia started with systematic illegal denial of the right to asylum procedure and collective expulsions in
the end of May 2018. On May 25th 2018, police stations received an order signed by ex Director General
of Slovenian Police Simon Velički which instructed that when in mixed patrols of Slovenian and
Croatian police, if a person is caught illegally crossing the border, he/she should be returned to
Croatia (see attachment 1). It is worth mentioning that Croatian police denied any such cooperation
and knowledge of these instructions.1 It seems that the order was a pretext for illegal expulsions,
since many parts of the police instructions on asylum procedures remain unavailable for the public.
This instruction by itself has not yet been recognised as unlawful by any court, but after this order
was introduced, the number people who were given the right to an asylum procedure reduced
drastically. For example, at the Police Station Črnomelj, which is the closest in walking distance from Velika
Kladuša, in May 2018, 379 people were apprehended for illegal border crossing and 371 of them (98%)
expressed the intention to seek asylum. In June, after these police instructions were introduced, 412 people
were apprehended for illegal border crossing, but only 13 of them managed to express their intention to seek
asylum in Slovenia. This means that from May to June the percentage of people who crossed to
Slovenia and sought asylum with police in Črnomelj dropped from 98% to only 3%. 2 The percentage
of people who were accepted to an asylum procedure increased only slightly in the following months
(see picture 1). Those who were denied their right to seek asylum were then eligible to be processed by the
readmission agreement between Slovenia and Croatia that was introduced in 2006. Out of 9149 people who
were in procedure for illegally crossing the border to Slovenia, police has expelled at least 4653
persons to Croatia under this agreement, with full knowledge that there is high chance that those
people would be then further expelled to Bosnia and Herzegovina with a high risk of torture and abuse
by the Croatian police. The same practice of systematic denial of the right to asylum is also present
in other police stations along the southern border region such as Police Station Metlika, Police
Station Ilirska Bistrica, Police Station Kočevje and Border Police Station Dragonja.
Considering the orders on how to deal with migrants who seek asylum in Slovenia and considering the drastic
decrease in number of people expressing intention to seek asylum which happened in exact time this order
was issued, it is safe to assume that the instruction for systematic ilegal denial of the right to asylum and the
introduction of collective expulsions came from the top police officials in Slovenia under the former minister
of interior affairs Vesna Györkös Žnidar. Directly responsible for the systematic violation of human rights on
border police station is former chief of police Simon Velički and former deputy and current chief of police
Tatjana Bobnar, both of whom have signed documents which contain instructions and guidelines on dealing
with migrants who have been apprehended for illegal border crossing.
Despite bringing to light many evidence and reports of illegal action and unlawful conduct of Slovenian police,
the Human Rights Ombudsman Vlasta Nussdorfer abstained from any convictions. She even organized a
press conference together with the minister of interior affairs Györkös Žnidar at which the latter was allowed
to publicly accuse non-governmental organizations of “organizing migration”. This launched a media lynch
against the NGO Pravno-informacijski center (PIC), even though what this NGO did was only inform the
police of the intention of people who wanted to apply for international protection and were located on the
territory of the Republic of Slovenia. Obvious irregularities in the conduct of the Slovenian police in the
treatment of persons who entered the territory of Slovenia and intended to apply for international protection,
are already evident from the statistics themselves: Slovenian police published that in 2018 they dealt with
9149 illegal border crossings and 4653 persons were returned to Croatia under the bilateral readmission
agreement. The number of persons returned to Croatia is more than half of all persons who were dealt with
due to their illegal crossing of the border. It is worth noting that it is not known how many people were returned
to Croatia in an informal procedure with direct transport to the border. Many people have also been pushed
back more than once.
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The start of the systematic practice of denying the access to the right to seek asylum and the commencement
of mass returns can be traced to late May last year. This is when the former Director General of Police Simon
Velički issued the instructions dated May 25th, 2018. The instructions requires Slovenian police officers in
the mixed patrols of Slovenian and Croatian police officers, to hand over people who were caught in an illegal
crossing of the border to the Croatian police. The Croatian police officals denied that they had been informed
about this instruction in any way, but it is obvious that the practice of systematic denial of right to asylum
procedure and collective expulsion was established in Slovenian police stations in June. According to the
Human Rights Ombudsman's Office in Slovenia, 1435 persons were aprehanded in 13 police station under
the Novo Mesto police administration between January and June 2018 due to illegal border crossing. 987 of
them requested asylum and 434 were returned to the Croatian police. The proportion of asylum-seekers, with
regard to the full number of illegal crossings is 68 percent. In May 2018, 379 people were processed at
Police Station Črnomelj for illegal border crossing, of which 371 applied for asylum, which is almost 98%. In
June, Police Station Črnomelj experienced drastic changes in the management of procedures: out of 412
persons, only 13 persons applied for asylum, representing only 3 percent of all persons compared to the 98
percent in May. With this information, it is safe to assume that police are in involved in mass manipulation,
malversation and abuse of power in asylum procedures conducted at border police station.
Despite the request of the Information Commissioner to disclose the complete instructions, the police are
avoiding disclosure of the censored parts with a lawsuit at the Administrative Court. Their argumentation
states that this would jeopardize the implementation of police procedures. The instructions are also likely to
contain guidelines for dealing with migrants that are inconsistent with the legislation and do not follow basic
ethical standards for dealing with persons who are in a vulnerable position. It is suspected that the instructions
require police officers to make a selection of persons who are eligible for asylum procedure based on their
nationality. In our opinion, the lawsuit attempts to avoid the police management officials of responsibility for
issuing unlawful and unethical instructions on dealing with people at the border and seriously compromising
lives of thousands of people.
In the interim report, the Office of the Ombudsman noted irregularities in the functioning of the police and a
reasonable suspicion that these disputed practices indeed do exist. On 19 June 2018, without prior
announcement, the Ombudsman made a visit to the Črnomelj and Metlika police stations. There they
found a lack of serious consideration of the personal circumstances of each individual, in which the
police could undoubtedly confirm that a person did or did not submit an application for asylum, or if
the request for asylum was heard. During this visit, the staff of the Human Rights Ombudsman's
Office also confirmed the presence of a person at Police Station Črnomelj on the 7th of June 2018
who was later pushed back to Croatia. This person described the conduct of the police as follows: "verbally
aggressive (they were saying ugly words to them and their tone was very violent). One of the migrants asked
if he could go to the toilet and he got a blow to his face. The other migrant (because he did not understand
the English command that he must lie down on the ground), got a kick first, then he lay down into the wrong
position, so the policeman gave him a brush with an electric stick (he described it as "It was black color was
it in three steps"). After a personal investigation, the police took them to a small container. While signing the
documents, the police assured them that they are signing documents for asylum and that they would be taken
to the refugee camp the next day, but they were taken by car to the station of the Croatian border police on
the following day." Such violent practice does not apply to all cases, but it testifies the way in which migrants
are treated at police stations. On February 15th 2019, the Ombudsman also issued a final report on the
conduct of police officers at the border, which included statistics on persons who were dealt with for the illegal
border crossing, as well as data on the number of persons requesting international protection (Picture 1).
However, regardless of the clarity of the data indicating obvious changes in the conduct of
proceedings, the Ombudsman was not ready to deny or confirm allegations of unlawful police
conduct. The ombudsman also has the authority to obtain the full content of censored police
instructions that coincide with a drastic fall in the number of asylum seekers, but has not done this.
In spite of the obvious evidence of systematic violation of human rights at police stations, the office of
Ombudsman in Slovenia is to this day unwilling to start an investigation, condemn the systematic abuse of
human rights or press for criminal charges for those responsible for these criminal acts. On 26th and 27th
of September 2018, UNCHR delegation visited police stations in Ilirska Bistrica, Črnomelj and Metlika.
The delegation commended the work of the police and did not detect any procedural violations.
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In 2018, the Slovenian police officially returned 4653 persons to Croatia. In the vast majority of these cases,
the right to asylum was not respected. According to the testimonies of people who were expelled to Croatia
and then to Bosnia and Herzegovina, the procedures at Slovenian police stations are in many cases
accompanied by violence, threats, signing of documents in Slovene without translations, and in some cases
with beatings. After arrest, people are brought to the police station, where the police officer takes their
fingerprints and photos of faces, this is followed by a quick and superficial interview with the help of a
translator. No Name Kitchen (NNK) reports also provide evidence of apparent aggression, racism and bias
of some translators. Often, translators also interrogate asylum seekers, for which they are not authorized.
This is followed by the acquisition of 250 - 500 euros for the offence of illegal border crossing. Sometimes
dry clothes, water and some food are provided; sometimes people are forced to sleep in wet clothes on the
ground, without food or water. After several hours or days, they are handed to Croatian police and
processed under the readmission agreement. It is worth noting that the procedures of this agreement,
which have been in force since 2006, are not in line with the basic legal principles, since they do not
allow minimum legal protection standards in the form of counselling or complaint. In the vast majority
of cases, the people go again through identification process at the Croatian police station, which followed by
an expulsion across the green border in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In many cases the expullsion is
accompanied by beatings, as well as theft of phones and money.
The UNHCR’s Desperate Journeys report, published in September 2018, recorded 1500 cases of refusal of
the right to access to asylum and 700 cases of violence in the form of beatings and theft out of 2500
questioned people who were forcibly returned from Croatia to Bosnia and Herzegovina. As of June, the
Slovenian police is consciously in large number handing over migrants to the Croatian police, despite knowing
that they will be exposed to brutal violence by Croatian state authorities. In this way, Slovenian police actively
and in full knowledge violates the principle of non-refoulement in the event of a threat of torture. It is therefore
necessary to terminate the validity of this inter-state agreement, under the guise of which systematic and
gross violations of human rights take place.

Picture 1: Number of illegal border crossings and number of persons who were able to express intention to
seek asylum in Police Station Črnomelj.
.
Border externalization, violence of Croatian police towards migrants and cooperation with Slovenian
police
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Since the migration route has shifted from Hungary through Croatia and Slovenia, the Croatian police, as the
guardian of the borders of the European Union, is carrying out physical violence against migrants crossing
the border. The Croatian police beats most of the caught migrants, takes their phones and money and then
expells them to Bosnia and Herzegovina. The media, Croatian and other non-governmental organizations
regularly report on the physical violence of the Croatian police against migrants. Both international media
(Guardian, New York Times) and international humanitarian organizations (UNHCR, Save the Children and
Human Rights Watch) have reported brutal violence. In December 2018, the Border Violence Monitoring
NGO published footage showing 54 cases of collective forced expulsions ("pushbacks"), conducted between
29 September and 10 October 2018, in which at least 350 people were expelled through the green border
into the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina.3The clip shows forced returns from Croatia to the Bosnia and
Herzegovina near Bihać. Similar locations where collective expulsions are still ongoing daily are located near
the border at the town of Velika Kladuša. The systematic violence of the Croatian police against migrants in
the form of theft and destruction of mobile phones has been documented and has been taking place for two
years. In 2017 such violence took place in the vicinity of the Serbian-Croatian border near the town of Šid.
Since last year, the same practices of police violence are happening towards migrants crossing the BosnianCroatian border. Madina Hussiny, a six-year-old Afghan girl, lost her life in one of the collective expulsions to
Serbia. The family crossed the border from Serbia to Croatia in order to apply for asylum, but the Croatian
police forcefully dispersed them. On the night of November 21, 2017, Madina was hit by a train and died.
This case was investigated by the Croatian Ombudsman for Human Rights who requested images of thermal
cameras, which the police did not provide because of "technical problems".
After this, the Public Prosecutor's Office was not ready to launch an investigation against the police, as there
was insufficient evidence. This case is currently at the European Court of Human Rights. Similar examples
of concealing evidence of violence by the Croatian police were also present last year, but published footage
of collective expulsions, countless testimonies and beaten people who are forcibly displaced to Bosnia and
Herzegovina by expulsion across the green border testify to this systematic violence of the state. According
to the testimonies, collective expulsion is carried out in such a way that a group is put in a van and taken
close to the green border with Bosnia and Herzegovina in the relative vicinity (usually 20 km) of Velika
Kladuša or Bihać. In some cases, police officers have dropped tear gas inside the van, and in the winter they
would turn on a cold climate and drive wildly, leading to injuries and vomiting. Then, in the woods near the
border, people have to leave the van one or two at a time. Then a circle of black masked men or of masked
cops is made, or in some cases a cordon of policemen is formed, who then start beating people with baton,
kicks, electric paralyzers or electric poles. Firing rubber bullets toward the region of the head and chasing
with dogs is also a method used to force people to flee across the border back to Bosnia. Prior to this, persons
are deprived of their personal property, such as money and telephones, and whoever applies for asylum may
receive additional blows. During the winter months, there were also other forms of torture such as the practice
of taking people’s clothes and footwear, which in snow conditions poses a great risk of frostbites and freezing
of individual’s body parts and, consequently, brings the risk of amputation. Not all cases of collective
expulsion take place in this form, but they are nevertheless common. Since June this year, No Name Kitchen,
SOS Team Kladuša and Balkan Info Van have recorded individual testimonies of expulsions from Slovenia
and Croatia to Bosnia and Herzegovina.4
Despite of proven systematic violence the Croatian police was awarded 10 million EUR last year from the
Department for Schengen Coordination and EU funds and this money will be used primarily to accommodate
police officers near the border, maintain two helicopters, buy off-road vehicles and border control equipment.5
The European Commission also devoted just over 7 million to the Croatian police at the end of the year for
the purpose of strengthening the European external border.6 Both the Slovenian and Croatian police are
carrying out the task of externalizing European borders through systematic violation of human rights and the
implementation of violence against the most vulnerable groups. It is important to note that the Slovenian
police violates the international principle of non-refoulement in the event of a serious threat of torture by
returning people who are not let into asylum procedure, but are instead processed under the above
mentioned bilateral international agreement. Both activist field reports and international organizations reports
confirm the existence of this danger. In full knowledge of the allegations of violence against the Croatian
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police and collective expulsions across the border, the Slovenian police handed over 4653 people to
Croatia in 2018, many of which were exposed to violence and theft.
Slovenian and Croatian police cooperate under the conditions set by the bilateral agreement on
readmission. When a person is caught in the territory of Slovenia for illegally crossing the border he is
taken to police station. In most of the cases if a person expresses his intention to seek asylum in Slovenia
his claim is ignored and usually replied with threats from police. His belongings (phone, money...) are taken
away. The person is usually fined for offence of illegal for illegal border crossing in the sum of 250 EUR.
There is also theft and beatings done by police but less regular. In the process of readmission the
belongings of a migrant are usually handed over to Croatian police and not to the migrant despite
numerous testimonies of money theft and destructions of phones. Large number of envelopes and
wristbands that were used in process of readmission were found in the border area near Bihać (Picture 2
and 3). Ripped envelopes and wristbands additionally prove illegal practice of collective expulsion that has
become common police procedure in dealing with migrants in Croatia and Slovenia.
The police in Slovenia and Croatia are performing the role of externalization of the European border. In order
for undisturbed movement of capital and goods across EU and continuous economic growth, the outside
border of the EU is strengthened with increased number of national and international (Frontex) police units.
Excessive violence, criminalization of migrants and solidarity and expulsions are means to prevent people’s
movement in search of survival and better living conditions. The Balkan migration route has been going
through this territory for many years now. It is one of the points of illegal entry into Europe for people who are
prevented from legally crossing borders simply because of their nationality or poverty. The journey starts in
Greece, where most people arrive from Turkey on boats directed toward the islands of the Aegean. Five of
these islands have concentration camps financed by European funds: leaving the islands is prevented and
demonstrations due to unliveable conditions are muted with batons, deportations and court proceedings. The
other two major routes to the European Union are from Morocco to Spain, and from Libya to Italy. The
authorities in Libya and Morocco already have an agreement with the countries of the European Union for
the financing of border police in the form of delivery of boats, jeeps, fences and control equipment for the
tasks of restricting migration by all means. The externalization of European borders is taking place in the
Balkans as well as in North Africa, Turkey and Greece. It takes form of large financial grants, bilateral
agreements on accelerated deportations, biometric censuses and the creation of fingerprint databases,
training of police, construction of fences, the financing of deportation centres, introduction of repressive
legislation and violent and unlawful police practices directed towards migrants.
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Picture 2. Envelopes used in readmission procedure from Slovenia to Croatia

Picture 3. Wristbands used in readmission procedure from Slovenia to Croatia.
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On 29 July 2018, Hakim along with a group of five other people from Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco was taken
to Police Station Crnomelj. At the station, the police interviewed only one person in the name of all six about
their intention to apply for asylum. Their asylum claim was illegally denied on the border, they spent the night
in a container and were handed over to the Croatian police the next day. The police led the group to the
green border of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the vicinity of Velika Kladusa, where they were severely beaten
by masked men. Electric batons were also used for expulsion. (ILLEGAL PUSH-BACKS AND BORDER
VIOLENCE REPORTS - August 2018, No Name Kitchen, Balkan Info Van, SOS Team Kladusa, p. 2.
Available at: https://www.nonamekitchen.org/en/violence-reports/)

Eram ran away with his 14-year old son from domestic violence in Iran. They were in a group of 15 people
when Croatian police caught them on 3rd of August 2018 near the town of Perjasica. The police officers
took mobile phones from the people and took them to border with Bosnia and Herzegovina. There the
present police officers forcefully expelled the group across the green border. The police stole from Eram
500 euros and her son’s laptop. Money was stolen also from other people from the group. When the
members of the groups started leaving the van, police started hitting and kicking them. In order to escape
the violence they ran across to border to Bosnia. (ILLEGAL PUSH-BACKS AND BORDER VIOLENCE REPORTS Avgust 2018, No name kitchen, Balkan info van, SOS Team Kladuša, p. 9. Avilable at:
https://www.nonamekitchen.org/en/violence-reports/).
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Ali was pushed back from Croatia to Bosnia and Herzegovina and arrived walking to Velika Kladuša on 7th
of February 2019. During the expulsion, Croatian police took his shoes and he was forced to walk in snow
barefoot for several kilometres. He came to Velika Kladuša with severe frostbites and because of lack of
medical assistance he developed gangrene. He then decided to go to Bihać where he received medical
help only after two days. He refused medical help because he did not want amputation which was needed
for treating gangrene.7

The telephone number for asylum assistance
During visits to Velika Kladuša, some volunteers distributed leaflets to migrants with information on asylum
procedure in Slovenia: what is the procedure, which are the competent authorities, what are their rights and
obligations in the individual stages of the procedure. Due to the increasingly frequent testimonies of migrants
about pushbacks by the Slovenian police and in the light of the above mentioned unexplained discrepancies
in official data on the percentage of asylum applications at individual police stations, volunteers also gave the
migrants a telephone number they could turn to if they wished to seek asylum in Slovenia. The telephone
number operated according to the "alarmphone" principle, which has already proved somewhat effective in
some other parts of Europe (Croatia, Spain, Greece, Italy) in fighting the unlawful practice of pushbacks. The
purpose of these telephone number was to independently monitor border crossings and monitor police
procedures.
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In mid-July 2018, the NGO Pravno-informacijski center (PIC) set up a telephone line aimed at providing
information to migrants regarding their rights as well as informing the competent police authorities about
persons who were located on Slovenian territory and had the intention to apply for international protection in
Slovenia. The establishment of a 24-hour telephone line was a response to the increasing number of worrying
testimonies of persons who were prevented from gaining access to the right to apply for international
protection and were subjected to police violence. Such unethical and unlawful conduct became mass and
systematic practice at police stations in June and every subsequent month, and the purpose of such a
telephone line was to monitor police procedures in order for them to comply with the legislation and basic
standards of respect for human life. In testimonies people also claimed that minors, families and other
vulnerable persons were also denied their claims to asylum procedure at the police stations. In this way
Slovenian police is exposing many people to the dangers of torture and thefts during expulsions to Bosnia
and Herzegovina. By denying people the right to proper procedures and conducting pushbacks many
migrants are forced to live in inhumane conditions in the IOM and UHCR run camps in Velika Kladuša, Bihać
and Ušivak.
The operation of the phone involved the provision of basic information to persons regarding their right to
international protection and getting information on the controversial functioning of the police at the border, as
well as getting information about the situation in Velika Kladusa. People mostly called or wrote to the number
after crossing the Slovenian-Croatian border. In the cases when they themselves wanted to, they also
reported their name, age, country of origin, location and the number of persons in their group. Then, with
their confirmation that they wish to apply for international protection and to call the police, volunteer would
inform the authorities of the location of the persons and their intention to seek asylum. Members of Pravnoinformacijski center - PIC (NGO offering legal assistance to migrants) were thus informing police stations via
telephone or e-mail about the intention of people to seek asylum in Slovenia. Based on the talks with PIC, in
July and August16 interventions were carried out in cases of groups that had declared their intention to apply
for asylum. In 13 cases, the police complied with the legislation and the people were allowed to start asylum
procedures, while in 3 cases the police claimed that the groups were never located in that area. Later it turned
out that they were pushed back across the border.
On 7th of September 2018, a joint press conference was held by the Ministry of the Interior and the Human
Rights Ombudsman in Slovenia. During this press conference now former interior minister Vesna Györkös
Žnidar charged an unnamed non-governmental organization with allegedly disputed activity in informing
police stations about persons wishing to seek help and tagged the notification that police officers have to
comply with legislation as problematic. It did not take long for the media to discover that the unnamed nongovernmental organization is PIC. This discovery was followed by a media lynch of the said NGO by Delo
newspaper. Members of PIC withdrew from the practice of operating a telephone line because of the fear of
endangerment of the organization, while the Info Kolpa volunteers continued with the practice with a different
telephone number.
.
The purpose of setting up Info Kolpa phone practices is to prevent illegal police conduct and prevent
additional casualties due to the repressive EU border regime which prevents any possibility of safe and legal
border crossings for many people. The point was to prevent the illegal practice of expulsion by acting as a
third party and a mediator in asylum procedure. The Info Kolpa phone’s secondary purpose was to record
possible illegal police conduct. Between the 11th and 7th of November 2018, Info Kolpa has intervened 20
times at police stations with e-mails or phone calls. Apart from the police, the presence people wishing to
apply for asylum in Slovenia was also communicated by email to the Ombudsman, Amnesty International
Slovenia and, in some cases, the General Police Station. In 6 cases, the police accepted groups to asylum
procedure, in 6 cases, persons were collectively deported and have later replied to us from Bosnia, and only
1 person was able to apply for asylum in Croatia after he was deported from Slovenia. In 7 cases, the persons
did not reply after they were apprehended by Slovenian police and it is not known what happened to them.
Possible reasons why people did not respond are: they themselves did not want to continue the
communication, the police took their mobile phones because of the purpose of the investigation or the phones
were
stolen
or
destroyed
by
police
in
Slovenia
or
Croatia.

Report 1
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Time and place: 11th of September 2018, Preloka near Vinica.
Reception procedures at: Police Station Črnomelj.
What happened to people: Policemen from Police Station Črnomelj caught a group of 15 people from
Afghanistan, Iran and Pakistan. 3 minors were allowed to apply for asylum, other 12 were denied the right to
claim asylum and were returned to Croatia and then Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Description of the events: On 11 September 2018 a group of 15 people from Afghanistan, Iran and Pakistan
contacted the InfoKolpa telephone. Around 11.00 they crossed the border in Preloka near Vinica, which is
under the jurisdiction of Police Station Črnomelj. The group, in which there were also families and minors
wished to apply for asylum in Slovenia. When it was explained that only police has the authority to start
asylum procedures and that direct help can constitute a criminal act they gave notice to inform police. Around
11.30 a.m., Police Station Črnomelj, Human Rights Ombudsman and PIC were informed via e-mail about the
location of the group and their intention to apply for asylum. Between the hours of 16.00 and 17.00., the group
also called the police emergency number and were advised to move to the nearest road, so that the patrol
could spot them. Three days later one person from the group contacted us from the asylum camp in Ljubljana.
Of the 15 people in the group, 3 minors were allowed to apply for asylum, 12 were returned to Croatia.
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Report 2

Time and place: 11th September 2018, near Dalnje Njive and Vinica.
Reception procedures at: Police Station Črnomelj.
What happened to people: 7 adults, group did not reply after contact with Slovenian police.
Description of the events: On 11 September 2018 at around 6 p.m., a group of 7 Afghans contacted the
phone and sent their location – near the village of Dalnje Njive. The group expressed intention to seek asylum
in Slovenia. Around 6.30 p.m. the Police Station Črnomelj, the Human Rights Ombudsman and PIC were
informed. What happened to these seven people is not known, their phone number was no longer active.
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Report 3
Time and place: 12th September 2018, in Dalnje Njive near Vinica
Reception procedures at: Police Station Črnomelj
What happened to people: 4 adults from Afghanistan, what happened to them is not known
Description of the events: The Info Kolpa was contacted around 2 p.m. by a group of four people, crossing
the border near Dalnje Njive. At 5.30 p.m. the Police Station Črnomelj, the Human Rights Ombudsman and
Amnesty International were informed. The next day at 2 pm the group was still somewhere in the forest,
afterwards contact with them was lost and the number was inactive.
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Report 4
Time and place: 13th September 2018, location was not sent.
Reception procedures at: not known
What happened to people: A husband and wife with a 9-month-old baby were able to apply for asylum
Description of the events: An Algerian family, who was in the territory of Slovenia, contacted around 15.00
the Info Kolpa phone. The husband called and said that his wife is suffering from breast cancer and they are
travelling with a 9-month-old baby. Due to fear of deportation to Croatia and then to Bosnia and Herzegovina,
they didn't send their location and also refused to call police by themselves. They made a request for
volunteers to contact the police and so Police Station Črnomelj was informed. The family spent the night
outside and agreed the next day after some persuasion to call the police themselves. On September 15, the
family contacted us from a asylum camp (most likely in Logatec).
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Report 5
Time and place: 15th September 2018, Tanča Gora near Črnomelj
Reception procedures at: Police Station Črnomelj
What happened to people: 9 people (3 families, among them 4 children), what happened to them is
unknown.
Description of the events: The Info Kolpa phone was contacted on 15th of September at 12:20. Three
families from Syria called from the forest on the Slovenian side of the border. A man (on the move with his
son) said that they wanted to seek asylum, but they had no credit on the phone to call the police station. That
is why Info Kolpa informed the Police Station Črnomelj, Human Rights Ombudsman's Office and Amnesty
International Slovenia. Two hours later the group could no longer be reached by phone and it is not known
what happened to them.
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Report 6
Time and place: 19th of September 2018, Sveti Peter (near Sečovlje).
Reception procedures at: Border Police Station Dragonja.
What happened to people: 3 people were accepted to asylum procedure.
Description of the events: At 2.40 at night, a group of 3 people contacted the phone number with the
information that they are located in Slovenia near the village Sveti Peter; they also reported that one person
from the group is injured. Around 9.00 the next morning the Border Police Station Dragonja was informed,
the group was told to wait at the bus station. On 21st of September they contacted us and reported they were
accommodated in an asylum camp.
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Report 7
Time and place: 19th of September 2018, Sečovlje.
Reception procedures at: Border Police Station Dragonja.
What happened to people: 3 people, what happened to them is unknown.
Description of the events: Info Kolpa was contacted at around 2.30 at night by a group of three men from
Algeria, who were already located on Slovenian territory; they said they were for the last three days on the
road and that they are without any food or water. They were told to go to the first village and ask for help. In
the morning around 9.30 Info Kolpa notified the Border Police Station Dragonja, Human Rights Ombudsman
and Amnesty International Slovenia about their intention to apply for asylum. The police also received their
phone number and their exact location - they were waiting at the bus station at the primary school Sečovlje.
What happened to them is unknown because there were not replying to messages.

Report 8
Time and place: 21st of September 2018, Sečovlje.
Reception procedures at: Border Police Station Dragonja.
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What happened to people: 4 people were accepted into asylum procedure.
Description of the events: On September 21st just before midnight, a group of four people from Algeria
contacted Info Kolpa after crossing the border to Slovenia somewhere near Sečovlje. They sent their names
and birth dates. The caller told us through a voice message that he was ill as they have been walking for
several days. They also sent their exact location, so Border Police Station Dragonja, Police Station Piran,
Ombudsman's Office and Amnesty International were informed. In two days the callers reported that they
were accommodated in the closed section of the asylum camp in Ljubljana.

Report 9
Time and place: 22nd of September 2018, near Sečovlje.
Reception procedures at: Border Police Station Dragonja.
What happened to people: For 4 people asylum procedure has been started.
Description of the events: At about 4.00 in the morning, on 22nd of September 2018, the phone number
was contacted by a group of 4 people from Algeria who were located near the road between Border Police
Station Sečovlje and the village of Dragonja. They reported that they had not eaten for several days and they
are in need of medical care. There were also two minors in the group. At 4.00 a.m. Info Kolpa informed Police
Station Piran, Border Police Station Dragonja, Human Rights Ombudsman and Amnesty International about
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their location and the intention to seek asylum. On the 4th of October the group informed us they were
accommodated in an asylum camp in Ljubljana.

Report 10
Time and place: 23th of September 2018, somewhere between Vinica and Sinji Vrh.
Reception procedures at: Police Station Črnomelj.
What happened to people: 3 persons from Iran were pushed back from Slovenia to Croatia and then
expelled to BiH.
Description of the events: Around 17.00 a group of three people from Iran contacted the Info Kolpa phone
number. They were located in the area that is under the jurisdiction of Police Station Črnomelj. After
confirming their location, Police Station Črnomelj, Ombudsman and Amnesty International were informed
about their intention to apply for asylum. The group's contact number was also sent. Two days later person
from the group called the phone number again - now from Velika Kladuša in BiH. After the reception
procedures, the Slovenian police handed them over to the Croatian police who expelled across border near
Velika Kladuša. At Police Station Črnomelj 230 euros was taken from them – a fine for illegal border crossing,
and then a collective expulsion took place.
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Report 11
Time and place: 28th of September 2018, surroundings of the village Marsiči, near the official border
crossing Sočerga.
Reception procedures at: Border Police Station Sočerga
What happened to people: 2 minors from Algeria, what happened to them is not known
Description of the events: On September 28th, at about 1.30 at night two minors from Algeria sent their
location to the phone number. One of them was ill and couldn't continue with the journey. Border Police
Station Sočerga was informed immediately, their contact number was also forwarded to police. The minors
haven't replied after that and it's not know what happened to them.
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Report 12
Time and place: 30th of September 2018, between Vinica and Dalnje Njive.
Reception procedures at: Police Station Črnomelj.
What happened to people: 5 people (1 minor) were deported to Croatia and then expelled to Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
Description of the events: At around 9.00 in the morning a group of five people contacted the Info Kolpa
phone and reported that they are currently in the territory of Slovenia and wish to apply for asylum. After they
sent their names and location, the Police Station Črnomelj was informed about the location and their intention
to seek asylum; the e-mail was also sent to the Ombudsman and Amnesty International. There was also a
minor in the group. On 2nd of October, the caller contacted the phone number again - from Bosnia and
Herzegovina, explaining that the Slovenian police had handed them over to the Croatian police; they were
then beaten, their personal possessions were taken and they were expelled to Bosnia.
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Testimony of a person from the group about the events that have taken place at the Police Station (interview
recorded on October 5, 2018)
A group of five people, one of whom was a minor, was detained by the Slovenian police. One of them told us
that after being arrested by the police, he has stated he wants asylum in Slovenia, but his request was
ignored. "I tell him I want asylum in Slovenia, he tell me no", the interviewee describes his conversation with
the Slovenian policemen. The same happened to a minor in the group (17-year-old).
After being arrested, they were taken to the Police Station where they were photographed and their
fingerprints were taken. After waiting for about six hours, the interviewee was driven by car to the border and
handed over to the Croatian police, who immediately drove him to Bosnia and Herzegovina. "Yes yes, [they]
take me 150 euro. And my phone […] Yes everybody. Look, me just money but my friend all the telephone",
the interviewee answered when asked, whether the Croatian police has taken their money. On the green
border few kilometres away from Velika Kladuša, they were driven out of the vehicles and told to start walking
towards Bosnia.
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Report 13
Time and place: 30t of September 2018, the vicinity of Dalnje Njive.
Reception procedures at: Police Station Črnomelj.
What happened to people: 6 people from Iraq, what happened to them is unknown.
Description of the events: On 30th of September, at about 9.30 the phone number was contacted by a group
of six people from Iraq, including two minors. They reported that they are located somewhere near Dalnje
Njive and they wish for us to contact the police station, they also said they have been without food for a while
and they are exhausted. We informed the Police Station Črnomelj and the group's contact number was sent,
also the Ombudsman and Amnesty International were informed. At around 15.30 the caller reported that the
police arrived. Afterwards the Info Kolpa phone was contacted by them and their number was inactive. What
happened to them or whether they were allowed to apply for asylum is not known.
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Report 14
Time and place: 3th of October 2018, Mali Nerajec.
Reception procedures at: Police Station Črnomelj.
Who: 5 people deported to Croatia and then to Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Description of the events: At 11.00 the phone number was contacted by a group of five people, located in
the area under the jurisdiction of Police Station Črnomelj. After they've agreed we forward their location to
Police Station Krško and Border Police Station Dragonja - considering bad past experience with Police
Station Črnomelj. The Ombudsman and Amnesty International were also informed. The group was later
caught by the police, and then returned to Bosnia and Herzegovina through Croatia.
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Report 15
Time and place: 3th of October 2018, Pirče pri Kostelu.
Reception procedures at: Police Station Črnomelj.
What happened to people: 1 person was deported to Croatia and was able to apply for asylum there.
Description of the events: On 3th of October, at around 21.00, a person from Algeria contacted the phone
number. The caller was located in the vicinity of Pirče pri Kostelu and at his request, the authorities were
informed of the intention to apply for asylum. Police Station Kočevje, General Police Directorate and Amnesty
International were notified via e-mail. The person was deported to Croatia, but allowed to apply for asylum
there.
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Report 16
Time and place: 4th of October 2018, surroundings of Preloka village near Vinica.
Reception procedures at: Police Station Črnomelj.
What happened to people: 9 people from Algeria, Morocco, Western Sahara and Syria. 8 people were
sent back to Bosnia and Herzegovina, 1 minor was allowed by Slovenian police to apply for asylum.
Description of the events: Around 7.00 on the 4th of October 2018, a group of 9 people contacted the
phone number and sent their personal information (names, birth dates, nationality) and their exact location.
They also reported that the minor in the group has a wounded leg. A little after 10.00 at their request the
police was informed of their location and the intention to apply for asylum. Police Station Črnomelj, Police
Station Kočevje, General Police Directorate, Ombudsman's office and Amnesty International office in
Slovenia were informed.
Testimony of a person from the group about the events that have taken place at Police Station Črnomelj
(interview recorded on October 27, 2018):
The interviewee said that, together with eight other people, the Slovenian police captured him in the forest
at the location they've sent to Info Kolpa. After being caught, they said they want asylum, but "the police
replied 'we don't have asylum for you”. Afterwards they were taken to the police station, where they spent
two nights in detention. According to the interviewee, a few people at the station also wore military
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uniforms. The translator at the police station conducted an interview, during which he stated that they do
not grant asylum in Slovenia. To the interviewee's claim that he wants to come to Slovenia the translator
replied "you don't know Slovenia". What followed was signing of documentation in Slovenian language
without translations, translator also refused to translate the documents. The group had been photographed
and had their fingerprints taken, after which they were driven to the Croatian border and handed over to the
Croatian police. The interviewee described the events on the Slovene-Croatian border: "Yes on the border
we gave money. And the money of my friend, he gave 100 € and another friend 5 € and the phone, just one
phone." Afterwards they were taken to a police station somewhere in Croatia, then with a van to the green
border with Bosnia, where they were forced to go across the border to the Bosnian side. The interviewee
tried to cross the border seven times; twice the Slovenian police forcibly deported him and handed him over
to the Croatian police.
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Report 17
Time and place: 24th of October 2018, vicinity of Krško, Ljubljana.
Reception procedures at: Asylum Camp Vič (Ljubljana).
What happened to people: 3 people (minors) have been granted access to an asylum procedure.
Description of the events: On 24th of October at around 10.00 a group of three minors, located in the
surroundings of Krško, contacted the phone number. The group expressed its intention to apply for asylum
and told us they are currently somewhere in the vicinity of Krško, but did not send their exact location.
Police Station Krško was informed of their intention to seek asylum. The group contacted the Info Kolpa
phone again the next day, saying they were in Ljubljana. They were sent the address of the Asylum Camp
Vič in Ljubljana and they informed us they were on their way, later they reported they were staying in the
camp.
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Report 18
Time and place: 27th of October 2018, the road between Balkovci and Preloka.
Reception procedures at: Police Station Črnomelj.
What happened to people: 11 people; 10 people from Iran were granted access to an asylum procedure,
1 person from Afghanistan was returned to Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Description of the events: At around 13.30, a group of 11 people from Iran and Afghanistan contacted the
Info Kolpa number, they sent their names and location; Info Kolpa then informed Police Station Črnomelj
about their location. There were four minors in the group; the police started the asylum procedure for 10
people from Iran. At the police station one person (a 17-year-old from Afghanistan) was separated from the
group, he was prevented from applying for asylum, deported to Croatia and then to Bosnia.
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Report 19
Time and place: 29th of October 2018, near the village of Starod (Ilirska Bistrica).
Reception procedures at: Police Station Ilirska Bistrica.
What happened to people: 3 people were denied the right to apply for asylum, deported to Croatia and
then to Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Description of the events: On 29th of October, at about 10.30, three people from Iraq and Algeria
contacted the Info Kolpa phone and expressed their intention to apply for asylum in Slovenia. Police Station
Ilirska Bistrica and the Human Rights Ombudsman were informed, while the group was instructed to wait
for the police by the road. At around 11.30, the group was found by the police and taken to the police
station, where their fingerprints were taken. Afterwards collective expulsion to Croatia and then to Bosnia
took place. According to the testimony, they've been beaten during deportation.
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Report 20
Time and place: 7th of November 2018, Sežana.
Reception procedures at: Police Station Sežana.
What happened to people: 8 people from Iran, what happened to them is unknown
Description of the events: On 7th of November at about 23.00, a group of 8 Iranian citizens reported they
are currently located in Sežana and wish to seek asylum in Slovenia. Info Kolpa informed Police Station
Sežana; the policeman said over the phone that one group of migrants has already been found. The group
of 8 people from Iran did not reply again, it is not known what happened to them.
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Testimonies from border police stations in Slovenia
This is a selection of numerous testimonies of people, who were chain pushbacked from Slovenia to
Croatia and then to Bosnia and Herzegovina. Full testimonies are written in reports that were made from
June 2018 to March 2019 by volunteer groups No Name Kitchen, Balkan Info Van and SOS Team Kladuša.
Here is a selection of testimonies from June to December 2018, all of the reports are available at:
https://www.nonamekitchen.org/en/violence-reports/.
1.)
On 13th of June 2018 group of 4 people from Afghanistan (16, 17, 30 and 39 years old) crossed the border
near the village of Zilje. Soon after border crossing the group was caught by Slovenian police patrol. One of
the policeman noticed, that Hamid is using GPS and he accused him of smuggling. Then he attacked him
verbally and with hits to the head. The group was taken to police station in Črnomelj, where procedure of
identification was made. Hamid expressed intention to seek asylum in Slovenia, but police ignored his
request. The Group was forced to sign documents in Slovene language without translations. One of the
documents which Hamid signed was about legal representation in official procedure because he was
underage. This document was issued by Social Work Centre in Črnomelj and his cousin in group was
written as legal guardian. They were kept at Police Station Črnomelj for 7 hours before they were expelled
to Croatia and then BiH. (Border violence report Velika Kladuša – June 2018, p. 10)
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2.)
On 8th of July 2018 Benedict from Nigeria crossed the border to Slovenia in a group with 9 other people.
After the group crossed the Kolpa river they each made their own way. Benedict went to the nearby city of
Vinica to find a bus stop, but a local woman called the police when she saw him. On Police Station
Črnomelj he expressed intention to seek asylum many times because his life would be in danger if he
returned to Nigeria. He also wanted legal help but the policeman in procedure started screaming at him to
stop talking and was generally aggressive. Policewoman in procedure told him to stop talking about asylum
otherwise she will smash something on his head. Then he was forced to sign document in Slovene with no
translation and no knowledge what he is signing. He was then detained in a cell with 9 other people. Next
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day he was deported to Croatia and then Bosnia and Herzegovina. (Border violence report Velika Kladuša
– July 2018, p. 16)

3.)
On 27th of July 2018 a group of six men from Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco arrived to vicinity of Črnomelj
after many days of walking from Velika Kladuša. A local woman saw the group and called the police, which
took them to the nearby police station. Hakim expressed intention to seek asylum in Slovenia many times,
but the Palestinian translator said they have no option to apply for asylum because of their nationality. Out
of six people police made interview with only one person for the whole group.
“We all asked for asylum, but he did to want to accept our application. The translator made a report and he
told us: “Why you are choosing this country? You do not want to stay in Slovenia, you prefer to go to
France, so why are you applying here?”. The translator also told us that if we enter any country, we don’t
have the right to apply for asylum. He also told us that we did not have any chance to get protection
because we were Algerians and Moroccans. He was very unkind to us” (Hakim).
Next day they were forced to sign documents in Slovene language then around 19.00 Slovenian police took
them to a place that looked like rubbish dump where there were collectively handed over to Croatian police.
From there they were driven with a van to a green border with Bosnia and Herzegovina near Velika
Kladuša. People left the van in groups of two and when they stepped out they were attacked by police in
masks and beaten, policeman also used electric sticks.
“When we arrived at the border, they told us to leave the car in groups of 2. When I went out of the car with
other of my mates, there was one policeman with blue suit that start beating us with a baton. I tried to run
away. It was dark and we were in a forest. I thought that if I run I would enter Bosnia and then, they could
do nothing to me anymore. But after like 3 meters, they were some men with black suits that I could not see
properly because it was dark, and they had night vision glasses, so they could see me. I was running with
flip flops and I felt down when I tried to escape. He caught me and was beating me. He put this stick with
electric shocks in my neck, after I felt down in the floor, and I swear I thought he wanted to kill me” (Hakim).

(Illegal Push-back and border violence report August 2018, p. 2)
4.)
On 5th of August 2018 after 10 days of walking a group of 13 people from Afghanistan and Iran (2 families
and 2 single men) entered Slovenia near the town of Ilirska Bistrica. In the forests they were seen by police
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patrol. In first contact the husband of Asma asked for international protection but the policeman responded
they will be deported tomorrow. On the site they were forced to take of their clothes, including children and
women, after which police made inspection of their bodies. The policeman in patrol took hijab from Asma
and throw in on the ground. The police officer said curse words “Pičko mater” and “Here is Slovenia, here is
no Islam”. After inspection there taken to police station in Ilirska Bistrica, on the police station there were
personnel of UNHCR and IOM, but they were not present in asylum procedures. When people from the
group were questioned a translator from Iran was present and they gave information about their names,
country of origin, location where they crossed the border to Slovenia and what is their intention in Slovenia.
Police than took pictures of their faces and took their fingerprints. They were also forced to sign documents
which they did not understand and which the translator did not wish to translate. There group was kept at
police station for one day after which they were driven by a van to a place where they were collectively
handed over to Croatia police. Croatian police than took them to green border with Bosnia and Herzegovina
near Velika Kladuša, where they broke their phones and physically attacked adults, they were then forced
to walk to Bosnia.
(Illegal Push-back and border violence report August 2018, p. 16)

5.)
On 15th of August 2018 Ahmad entered Slovenia with a group of 9 people and wanted to continue his
journey towards Italy. Police patrol stopped the group near the village of Stara Lipa and police van was
called to the site. They arrived to police station in Črnomelj after 20 minute drive. At the police station they
filled questionnaires with their personal information and Ahmad was the only person who did not ask for
asylum. Police took fingerprints from everybody and when they saw Ahmad was already before in Slovenia
they accused him of smuggling. Two policemen took Ahmad to a container and started threatening and
beating him. During the beating two policewomen for also present in the container but were not directly
involved in the beating. Ahmad was the only person in group that was beaten. Police took 8 people from to
group to border and handed them over to the Croatian police after which they were collectively expelled to
Bosnia and Herzegovina. In Slovenia only 16 year old boy was accepted to asylum procedure and taken to
camp.
“They took me to container. Two women police were sitting on the chair and two men started beating me.
They were beating me for ten minutes with sticks and their hands. But you know, they were beating me not
hard to not to leave any marks on my body. And those two women were just sitting there and watching. The
men who were beating, were calling me “picko mater, picko mater”. They kept beating me into my legs,
head and back. They treated me like animal” (Ahmad).
(Illegal Push-back and border violence report August 2018, p. 47)

6.)
On 21th of August 2018 after 6 days of walking an Iranian family of three members (17 and around 40
years old) crossed the border to Slovenia. After around 15 kilometres of walking they were spotted by a
local man, who called the police. After that, 13 policemen came and the family in fear of being deported
said they were from Syria. Policemen were acting aggressive and demanded that they lie down on the
ground and police then proceeded to make inspection of their bodies. In the underwear (bra) of Zahra (the
mother) they found 1000 euros, which they never returned. One of the policemen demanded from Darius
(the son, 17 years old) to unlock his phone, which he refused to do. He was then attacked by the said
policeman with kicks and broke his arm. The police also physically attacked his mother and father. Later
they were taken to police station in Črnomelj, Darius who was complaining because of pain in his arm was
taken to nearby health clinic. There he was checked by a doctor and given an arm brace but the doctor
made no report from this visit by police. On police station there was an arabic translator and the family
explained they are from Iran and because of fear from deportation they said earlier they are from Syria.
They all asked for international protection but their request was ignored by police. They were forced to sign
document without translation and were later handed over to Croatian police. They were then collectively
expelled to Bosnia and Herzegovina and had to walk for 20 kilometres from the green border to Velika
Kladuša.
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(Illegal Push-back and border violence report August 2018, p. 75)

7.)
On 2th of September 2018 after two weeks a walking across Croatia a group of 10 men from India, Nigeria
and Ivory Coast were apprehended by Slovenian police near the village of Obrov. Policemen drove them to
highway border with Croatia. The police then wrote down their names, nationality, age and made
photographs. When people asked for asylum the police officers said only “No”. They were then taken in
silence through border customs department and handed across border to Croatian police. Croatian police
immediately stationed them in containers, where there were locked in overnight without food or water. The
police also took their money. In the morning they were driven in a van to the green border near Velika
Kladuša. They were driving for five hours and because of lack of oxygen some of the people in van started
vomiting. At the border the Croatian police told the group to start walking towards Bosnia. When one of the
persons asked for his mobile phone, the policeman broke it in front of him, when another person asked for
his money, they ripped in half 100 euros that were confiscated before. The group had to walk to Velika
Kladuša for several hours.
(Illegal Push-back and border violence report September 2018, p. 22)
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8.)
On 16th of August 2018 36-year old man from Afghanistan crossed the border to Slovenia, successfully
asked for asylum and was admitted to asylum camp Vič in Ljubljana. When he was already 9 days living in
camp and had a card of an asylum seeker in Slovenia, he was apprehended on 27th of August by police
near the main bus station while he was walking towards the centre of the city. He was then taken to closed
detention centre (probably in Postojna) where he was locked up for 10 days. On 5th of September
Slovenian police drove him to the border with Croatia where two policemen handed him over to Croatian
police who were waiting on the other side with a van. After six hour of driving the van stopped at the
Croatian-Bosnian border near village of Šturlić. When he left the van 4 policemen from Croatia started
beating him with batons. After the beating the police told him to start walking towards Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
(Illegal Push-back and border violence report September 2018, p. 34)

9.)
On 16th of September 2018 a group of 14 people (among them were two minors and a 60-year old man)
was spotted by a policeman. They had already walked approximately 10 km into territory of Slovenia. When
police backup arrived, they stared an inspection; police officers removed any of their belongings and drove
them to the police station. There was no translator at the police station and policemen ignored their request
for asylum procedure. They had to sign documents in Slovene and police officers forced the minors to sign
as adults. Policemen in station conducted basic interview and took their fingerprints. After seven hours they
were taken with a van to border with Croatia and from there the Croatian police drove them to place where
they were stationed in containers. The people in group again expressed intention to seek asylum but the
request was again ignored. The police again took their personal information and fingerprints and the minors
were also forced to register as adults. The group was detained without food or water for approximately 10
hours. To receive some food they had to pay to police officers to buy them and for water they had to drink
from the toilet. After that they were driven in a van to a location near the border. They were driving for 5
hours. When they left the van there were 4 policemen in black masks waiting with 2 other policemen. They
started beating people with batons one by one. An Iranian man from the group was called out from the van
and was offered a bag with broken mobile phones. When he reached out for the bag the policemen started
beating and screaming at him. Their confiscated property was never returned. When one person from the
group asked for his belongings to be returned the police refused but they stopped the beating him because
“If they know someone can speak english they don’t beat that person because they (the Croatian police)
know they can pass the information (about the border violence)”.
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(Illegal Push-back and border violence report September 2018, p. 54)

10.)
On 13th of September 2018 a group people from Pakistan and Afghanistan (among them there was also a
minor) was deported from Croatia to Bosnia and Herzegovina. Before deportation to Bosnia they were
apprehended by Slovenian police 10 km from the slovenian-italian border. They were walking for 10 days
from Velika Kladuša. When the group was caught in Slovenia the police confiscated their phone chargers,
money and mobile phones, later their belongings were never returned. When they were taken to police station
one of the persons in group asked to apply for asylum in Slovenia but police responded with “In Slovenia,
asylum is closed”. They were held at police station for 24 hours and after that they were handed over to
Croatian police. They drove the people to border near Šturlić. 5 policemen order them to step out of the van.
The police then destroyed their phones and started beating them with batons. The person who was
interviewed was at the time of the interview already four months in Bosnia and Herzegovina and tried to cross
the border five times. Every time he tried he was caught, robbed, beaten and expelled to Bosnia.
11.)
On 9th of October 2018 a group of 3 Moroccans was forcefully expelled from Croatia to Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Before their deportation to BiH they were caught by Slovenian police near the village of Sušak
and Rupa. The police took them to station where they were detained for one day. At the police station the
translator was present, he said to the group there is no asylum in Slovenia and they should go back to Bosnia.
They had to sign documents on detention in Slovene (picture below). The Slovenian police took the group to
police station in Croatia near the border where they were closed in a small cell for two days. The cell was
overcrowded with people and they received only one meal in 48 hours. Together with 7 other people the
Croatian police drove them for few hours to an area where they had to wait in van for 10 hours. In the vehicle
there was an extreme lack of oxygen. Around 02:00 at night they were taken to a place in woods near the
river on the border with Bosnia and Herzegovina. There was a group of policemen in black uniforms and
black masks waiting for them. The police broke their phones, stole their money and brutally beat them with
batons and kicks. They scream at them to go back to Bosnia
.
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(Illegal Push-back and border violence report October 2018, p. 15)

12.)
On 23th of October a group of 23 people from Bangladesh was forcefully expelled from Croatia to Bosnia
and Herzegovina. Two days before their deportation to Bosnia they were caught by Slovenian police near
highway A1 in Slovenia. They asked for asylum in Slovenia but they only received response “No, no, no”.
After the police took their fingerprints and photographed them, they also had to sign documents in Slovene
without any translation. Only two boys from the group who were 18 years old were allowed to start asylum
procedure, the other 30 people were handed over to Croatian police the next day. The Croatian police drove
them with a van to a location near the border crossing Maljevac, where the police order them to leave the
van one by one and start running towards Bosnia and Herzegovina. When they started running downhill, they
tripped on a rope which was set up by police. Police came rushing behind them and started beating them
with batons.
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(Illegal Push-back and border violence report October 2018, p. 60)

13.)
On 11th of November a group of 17 migrants from Bangladesh and Pakistan tried to cross river Kolpa on
Croatian-Slovenian border near town of Vinica. Four of them did not know how to swim so they decided to
wait on Croatian side, the rest crossed the river. Slovenian police probably saw them crossing so they waited
them on the riverbank. They also notified Croatian police about the four people who decided not to cross the
river. Slovenian police drove 13 migrants to a police station where they had to sign documents in Slovene
without any translations. They also expressed intention to seek asylum in Slovenia but their request was
ignored. Two of the minors explicitly wrote in documents they wish to seek asylum in Slovenia but police
crossed the words and wrote Italy as intended country of journey. According to the interviewee a police woman
with brown hair and identification number 00448801 was present during the procedure. Around 10.00 the next day
they were handed over to Croatian police, after that 14 people were driven to an unknown location, where they
were locked in van for a whole day without food, water or option to go to toilet. Around midnight they were
collectively taken in a group of 30 people (mostly from Afghanistan and Pakistan) to the border with Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The police broke their phones and stole their money. They were separated into groups of three and
had to move from the van to the road where there were two lines of policemen waiting. People then had to run
between the lines while the police were beating them. In this incident the policemen only beat the men in group
and left the women alone.
(Illegal Push-back and border violence report November 2018, p. 5)

14.) Drowning
On 27th of November 2018 a group of 11 men from Algeria were spotted by Slovenian police near river Reka and
the persons in the group tried to run away from police officers. One person from the group jumped in the river and
his friend followed but he did not know how to swim. Firefighters were notified about the situation of possible
drowning and later found the body of the deceased migrant. One of the people in group jumped after the person
who was drowning but was unsuccessful, he was then apprehended by police and was taken to hospital. After an
one hour visit in hospital he was taken to police station, where other people of the group were already being held.
They waited at the police station for approximately for 4 hours. After that they were taken to official border crossing
between Slovenia and Croatia where 14 policemen waited for them. There they undressed and were inspected
one by one. Their phones and money were confiscated. They had to give fingerprints; they were photographed
and were forced to sign documents. Then the police drove them to an unknown location where they changed to
another van. They drove for 20 minutes to an area near the border between Maljevac and Buhača. At around 1:40
at night they had to leave the van one by one and the police started beating them. The policemen were dressed
in black uniforms and had black masks.
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(Illegal Push-back and border violence report December 2018, p. 107)
15.)
On 2nd of December a group of 5 people (among them a 4-member family) surrendered to Slovenian police 5 km
from the border with Croatia due to exhaustion. The police took them to the nearest police station; they were
driving for approximately 30 minutes. The minor in group was accused of lying by police when he said he is part
of the family. His asylum request was ignored. The interviewee said the police took him to secondary location,
which he described as prison and was approximately 1 hour drive away from the police station. He was later
transferred to an official border crossing with Croatia and was held there. From there the police drove him for
about 2 hours to a far away location near the border with Bosnia and Herzegovina which was about 27 kilometres
from Velika Kladuša. The police started beating him and he was forced to run to Bosnia.
(Illegal Push-back and border violence report December 2018, p. 98)

16.)
On 2th of December 2018 an Algerian man was brought to Police Station Brežice after his taxi was stopped by
police. He was traveling from Velika Kladuša, for part of the way he was walking and in part he was using taxi
service. In Slovenia his taxi was stopped by two policemen wearing army green uniforms. At the police station the
policemen took his personal information and he had to sign documents. He expressed intention to seek asylum in
Slovenia but was denied. The next day they drove him to official border crossing Obrežje and handed him over to
Croatian police. He was held at the border crossing police station for 10 hours without food or water. The Croatian
policemen then drove him with a van to a location near the border with Bosnia and Herzegovina between Maljevac
and Buhača. He arrived there at 11.00, there was 5 policemen waiting for him in black masks and black uniforms.

(Illegal Push-back and border violence report December 2018, p. 110)

Conclusions
Findings of this report and already existent research and testimonies show a violent and worrying nature of
police procedures with migrants on Slovene police stations on the southern border area. The violations are
not sporadic or depended on whims of individual police officers but are systematic. The mass denial of right
to seek asylum was ordered and coordinated from top officials in Slovenian police while the Ministry of
Interior had full knowledge of this illegal instructions and silently supported them. Testimonies of people
who were chain pushed back from Slovenia through Croatia to Bosnia and Herzegovina describe police
violence, beatings, threats and forced signing of documents without translations. With expulsion of more
than 4500 people across the border the Slovenian state has put many in danger of torture and theft and
thus exposed already marginalized group of people to additionally trauma. Considering the situation on the
border, living condition in camps in Bosnia and police violence it is necessary to demand:
-

-

-

Immediate ending to collective expulsions from Slovenia to Croatia under the guise of bilateral
readmission agreement. Immediate suspension of the said bilateral agreement which does not
follow basic standards of legal protection. Immediate ending of systematic violations of right to claim
asylum.
Introduction of civil surveillance of police work and procedures when dealing with migrants
Full disclosure of police instructions on dealing with migrants and in case of proof of abuse of power
a full investigation against former Director General of Police Simon Velički, current Director General
of Police Tatjana Bobnar, former interior minister Vesna Györkös Žnidar and former employee of
Ministry of Interior Affairs Boštjan Šefic
Investigation against individual police officers who were involved in cases where there was proven
excessive use of physical violence in forms of beating and theft towards people who were
apprehended for illegal border crossing.

Attachment 1:
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This report was written by civil initiative Info Kolpa and is supported by Border Violence Monitoring.
Ljubljana, April 2018.
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